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Abstract

This article exploits two newspaper archives to track economic policy uncertainty in 

Spain in 1905-1945, a period of extreme political polarization. We fi nd that the outbreak 

of the civil war in 1936 was anticipated by a striking upward level shift of uncertainty 

in both newspapers. We study the dynamics behind this shift and provide evidence of 

a strong empirical link between increasing uncertainty and the rise of divisive political 

issues at the time: socio-economic confl ict, regional separatism, power of the military, 

and role of the church. This holds even when we exploit variation in content at the 

newspaper level.

Keywords: economic policy uncertainty, civil war, social confl ict, agrarian reform, natural 

language processing, tf-idf.

JEL classifi cation: D72, D74, N14, N24, N44.



Resumen

Este artículo utiliza las hemerotecas de dos periódicos para estimar el índice de 

incertidumbre sobre las políticas económicas —Economic Policy Uncertainty (EPU)—en 

España en 1905-1945, un período de gran polarización política. Encontramos que el 

estallido de la Guerra Civil en 1936 fue anticipado por un sorprendente aumento del nivel 

de incertidumbre en ambos periódicos. Estudiamos la dinámica presente detrás de este 

aumento y aportamos evidencia de una fuerte asociación empírica entre el incremento 

de la incertidumbre y la mayor relevancia de los asuntos políticos divisivos en ese 

momento: confl icto socioeconómico, separatismo regional, poder militar y papel de la 

Iglesia. Estos resultados se mantienen incluso cuando utilizamos variación en contenido 

a nivel de periódico.

Palabras clave: incertidumbre sobre las políticas económicas, guerra civil, confl icto 

social, reforma agraria, procesamiento natural del lenguaje, tf-idf.

Códigos JEL: D72, D74, N14, N24, N44.
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1 Introduction

Economic uncertainty and social conflict have been identified as key challenges for economic develop-

ment.1 Both have increased around the world and are bound to increase further in the aftermath of the

current economic shock.2 The dual shift in political polarization and economic policy uncertainty has

been particularly pronounced in the United States and it has been suggested that there is a link between

the two (Baker et al. (2020)). But it is not clear whether this mechanism generalizes beyond the United

States. If it does, this would make economic policy uncertainty a channel through which social and

political divisions can retard economic development.

In this paper, we provide a new way of studying the issue in a case study of Spain in the first half

of the 20th century. Few countries have experienced internal political turbulence as dramatic as Spain

did during this period. The country started out with a constitutional monarchy, went through a first

dictatorship in 1923-1930, a republic in 1931-1936, a bloody civil war in 1936-1939, and the dictatorship

of Franco from 1939. This historical context not only offers a unique opportunity to study political

divisiveness and economic policy uncertainty but it also serves as a case study of how a democracy

1See, for example, Ramey & Ramey (1995), Easterly & Levine (1997), Rodrik (1999), Bloom (2009), Besley & Persson

(2011), Acemoglu & Robinson (2012), Bloom (2014), Baker et al. (2016).
2See Baker et al. (2014), Autor et al. (2020), and Doerr et al. (2020).

can succumb to civil war. Recent work in political science and economics points towards the dangers of

political polarization for heralding the possibility of violence and the break-down of political institutions.

The period leading up to the Spanish civil war could be an example of this as it is often characterized as a

period of the dos Españas—an expression from the period that described a situation of extreme political

polarization.3

But was the pre-civil war period characterized by a dual shift of economic policy uncertainty and

political divisions as we observe it in the US today? We evaluate this by using a novel dataset derived

from page images of two leading newspapers in the country: ABC and La Vanguardia. We first use this

dataset to capture the economic policy uncertainty (EPU) that actors in Spain faced in these turbulent

times. Using a new method to simulate the EPU at the page level, we show that the period of the

democratic Second Republic (1931-1936) completely stands out with very high levels of EPU, even

when compared to other periods in our sample. This is a striking finding given that the Second Republic

is the period most closely associated with the term dos Españas.

Why was economic policy uncertainty so high during this period? Is there a link between the opening

political divisions and the high levels of the EPU? To answer these questions we evaluate the role of

political divisions around four major division lines during this period: socio-economic conflict around

the agrarian reform and worker’s rights, the clash between strong regional and national identities, the role

of the military in society, and the role of the church and education. Using a standard natural language

processing technique we are able to exploit the discussion of these four issues in modern history books

3The phrase, referring to the left-right political division that later led to the civil war, originated in a short, untitled poem by

the Spanish poet Antonio Machado. It contains the phrase: Spaniard as you come to the world, may God save you. One of the
two Spains will freeze your heart. [Authors’ translation.]
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to provide the first quantitative measure of their importance for the entire period from 1905-1945. In this

way, we build on the analysis of historians and contribute to it.

We find a strong positive association between EPU and political divisions. The link to discussions of

divisive socio-economic issues is particularly strong and extremely robust. It holds even when we control

for day fixed effects, and is not capturing general politicization of the newspapers or the discussion of

economic issues more broadly. Our interpretation is that socio-economic conflict led to economic policy

uncertainty and, ultimately, to the outbreak of violence. We use examples from the text to show that

commentators at the time explicitly made the link between the agricultural reform, uncertainty, and

political divisions.

Our paper brings together three separate literatures. First, there is a large literature studying the

relevance of ethnic tensions for the risk of civil war and development more generally.4 The conflict

literature, however, is currently not linked to a second literature which tracks political polarization more

broadly. An exception is perhaps Levitsky & Ziblatt (2018), who argue for the US that the breakdown of

“mutual toleration” and respect for the political legitimacy of the opposition is a critical early warning

4See, for example, Easterly & Levine (1997), Montalvo & Reynal-Querol (2005), and Esteban et al. (2012).

indicator for the breakdown of democratic institutions. We show in the Spanish data that a situation

in which divisive issues became increasingly salient anticipated the outbreak of a civil war. This is

particularly important for the current situation in the United States but the warning from our case study

applies more broadly as future austerity could increase political divisions elsewhere as well.5 Thirdly,

work on the economic effects of economic policy uncertainty suggests that political divisions could

hinder economic development by hindering investments and hiring (Bloom (2009)). Testing this in

ethnically divided countries seems a particularly worthwhile exercise as the literature has shown that

policy swings here are dramatic. (Burgess et al. (2015))

We also contribute to the literature studying the link between political divisions and economic policy

uncertainty. Baker et al. (2014) show that an increase in economic policy uncertainty in the US since

1960s is closely associated with political polarization. Kelly et al. (2016) use options value for 20

countries to show that national elections and global summits induce large economic uncertainty. Besley

& Mueller (2012) demonstrate the role played by political checks and balances in lowering politically

induced volatility. Hassan et al. (2019) show how firms that are exposed to political risk retrench hiring

and investment and actively lobby and donate to politicians to manage this risk. Whereas studies of

economic policy uncertainty generally rely on differences in reporting across time, variation across news

outlets has received much less attention despite the fact that these differences can clearly be meaningful

(Gentzkow & Shapiro (2010)). We are the first to exploit variation at the newspaper level, controlling for

time fixed effects, to show that the link between mentions of economic policy uncertainty and politically

dividing issues remains intact. It is clear from this striking robustness that a focus on different issues is a

crucial aspect of outlet-specific reporting. How much this news selection drives changes in the aggregate

levels of economic policy uncertainty is under-researched.

5For the latest US evidence, see www.policyuncertainty.com and Boxell et al. (2020). For the link to austerity, see Fetzer

(2019) and Galofré-Vilà et al. (2020).
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In what follows, Section 2 provides historical background with a particular focus on the four dividing

issues during this period. Section 3 discusses our methods to track economic policy uncertainty and

political divisions quantitatively from our text archives. Section 4 lays out the evolution of the EPU

during the period. Section 5 examines the association between the dividing issues and economic policy

uncertainty. Section 6 concludes.

2 Historical Background

2.1 Overview

In the first decades of the 20th century, Spain followed a political system known as the Restauration

(Restauración) which was based on the Constitution of 1876 and was relatively stable. Following in-

creasing military discontent, the fear of anarchist terrorism or a proletarian revolution, and the rise of

nationalist movements, general Miguel Primo de Rivera initiated a coup d’état in 1923. Primo de Rivera

suspended the Constitution and assumed powers as a dictator. After some years of stability and economic

growth, increased government spending caused the government to go bankrupt Primo de Rivera resigned

in 1930.

After a short transition period, known as the Dictablanda, the king fled the country following the

municipal elections of 1931, in which republican parties won a majority of the main cities. Spain’s

Second Republic was proclaimed. Following the victory of right-wing parties in the 1933 election,

left-wing parties organized a revolutionary general strike in 1934. In February 1936, left-wing parties

won a general election and regained control of government. After a spiral of violence and political

assassinations, general Franco and other military commanders toppled the government in a coup d’état,

which triumphed in some regions but not in others. Hence, the country split into two zones, with the

Republican Government and its supporters on one side (an uneasy alliance of communists, socialists,

and anarchists, who favored a more equitable civil society and a diminished role for the church) and on

the other side the opposition Nationalists (a right-wing alliance of the army, the church, the monarchy,

and the fascist-style Falange party). A bloody civil war ensued, lasting until the nationalists’ entry in

Madrid in April 1939. This marked the beginning of Franco’s dictatorship (1939–1975).

Overall, the period we study covers two democratic periods (the Restauration and the Second Re-

public) and two autocratic periods (Primo de Rivera and the first years of Franco). Appendix Figure A5

shows the Polity score (a measure of democracy) of Spain over time.

2.2 The Politics of the dos Españas

From today’s perspective, the Second Republic was a particularly interesting period. It directly preceded

the civil war and was characterized by internal conflict over land redistribution, worker’s rights, the role

of the church, and nationalists movements in Catalonia and the Basque Country. This political division is

often referred to as dos Españas (two Spains), an expression that captures the political polarization that
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these issues represented. We divide these issues into four groupings which we will capture quantitatively

through a simple natural language processing tool.

Socio-economic Conflict Socio-economic conflict was pervasive during the 20th century in Spain. The

main issues raised by the union movements were low wages, working conditions, and the distribution

of the land. Based on this struggle the main anarcho-syndicalist union, the CNT, got to have more than

700,000 members. Strikes were common—especially noteworthy are the general strikes of 1917 and

1934—and so was political and social violence. Three prime ministers were assassinated by anarchists

during the Restauration period and there were also some prominent attacks against kings Alfonso XII

and Alfonso XIII. But there were hundreds of murders, with employers and unions having at times their

own armed militias.

Economic conflict became especially heated during the Second Republic. In 1932, the left-wing

government approved an agrarian reform law. This was an attempt to change the distribution of the land

by allowing for the expropriation of some large plots of land, which would then be split and transferred to

agrarian workers. This resulted in a split in two political camps. On one side of the political spectrum, the

slow execution of the law caused bitter disappointment in many rural laborers and led to the radicalization

of labor unions. On the other side, land owners and the right-wing opposition lobbied strongly against

the reform. This mobilized many conservative owners and played an important rule in the victory of

right-wing parties in the 1933 general election (Gil Pecharromán (1997)). During the first year of the

new right-wing government, the reform continued to be (slowly) implemented. However, a new agrarian

law was passed in August 1935, which in practice meant the end to the reform efforts.

Regional Separatism During the 20th century, nationalism grew stronger in the Basque Country and

Catalonia. Coinciding with the proclamation of the Second Republic, the Catalan Republic was pro-

claimed in Barcelona. Nationalist leaders renounced to the Catalan Republic in exchange for substantial

regional autonomy. In 1934, the president of the autonomous government proclaimed the “Catalan State

within the Spanish Federal Republic”. The Catalan government was sent to prison and autonomy sus-

pended. Overall, this was a highly contentious issue during our period of study (and still is today) and

especially during the Second Republic. In general, the Spanish right favored a more anti-nationalist

stance and advocated for a more centralized state, while the left favored more autonomy for the regions.

The Power of the Military The involvement of the military in politics was pervasive during the 19th

and 20th centuries. In 1923, general Primo de Rivera coup d’état ended the democratic government and

suspended the Constitution, starting a military directory. When the Second Republic was proclaimed in

1931, many military officials were reluctant to serve the Republic, as they had pledged loyalty to the king.

The new republican government was suspicious of possible military rebellion against the government

and offered voluntary retirement with the whole pay. Those who chose to remain active had to pledge

alliance to the Republic. Around 10,000 officials opted for retirement, but many of the ones that did
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not started conspiring against the republic soon. In addition, the government canceled the promotions

decided by Primo de Rivera’s dictatorship, and reduced the number of divisions and eliminated some

military academies. These measures were deeply resented by some sectors of the military.

The Role of the Church and Religious Education From the 1851 agreement with the Vatican, the

Catholic church had been in close alliance with the conservative sectors of the country (Pérez (2001),

page 577). During the first two years of the Second Republic civil marriage and divorce were intro-

duced, public funding of the Church was canceled, and churches and other religious buildings became

public property. A related, especially divisive issue, was that of education. The Republican govern-

ment approved the closing of all catholic primary and secondary schools, promoting at the same time the

construction of a large number of public schools. In addition, during these years there was widespread vi-

olence against catholics, including the burning of convents. This created outrage in most of the catholic

and right-wing population. The issue remained bitterly polarized during the Republic years, with the

political right adopting a more pro-catholic stance and against the secularizing measures, and the left

defending them.

3 Data and Feature Extraction from Text

For this study we automatically collected over 347,858 pages from the Spanish newspaper ABC and

263,095 pages from La Vanguardia published between 1905 and 1945. We chose these two newspapers

because they are the only ones that are available online for the whole period of interest. ABC was founded

in 1903 and was initially weekly. 6 ABC was one of the most read newspapers in the country, with a print

run of 100,000 copies during the Second Republic. It maintained a conservative and monarchist stance

throughout the period, with the exception of the civil war years, when it was taken over by the republican

government.La Vanguardia was founded in 1881 in Barcelona. In 1903 it underwent a renovation process

and, after that, it became the most read newspaper in the region of Catalonia, with a print run of more

than 80,000 copies. In its first years, it was closely related to the Partido Liberal, and it maintained a

catalanist and liberal editorial stance throughout the period until Franco’s takeover of Catalonia in 1939.

To extract the text we read in archived page image files of the two newspapers. The procedure is

described in Appendix A. Our method manages to extract the text but does not allow us to distinguish the

page columns and headlines consistently. As a raw material for our analysis we therefore have 610,000

digitized pages of text which we use to extract the following text features.

Simulation of Economic Policy Uncertainty To produce estimates for economic policy uncertainty

we build on the work of Baker et al. (2016) and count the number of mentions of terms indicating

economics (E), policy (P ), and uncertainty (U ) on each page. As our dictionary we use the Spanish

6It became a daily on June 1 1905. For this reason, we use that date as our starting point. We use 1945 as our end date to

focus on the turbulent times until the end of WWII.
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terms proposed by Ghirelli et al. (2019) to capture economic policy uncertainty in a Spanish context (see

word lists in Appendix B).

In the original method, the EPU index is calculated by using the number of articles which have

E > 0, P > 0, and U > 0. We need to approximate this from mentions on the page level as we cannot

attribute text to separate articles. To do this we use simulations of the coincidence of terms in articles

assuming a random distribution of mentions of the terms across each page and an approximation of the

number of articles on each page.

We discuss these simulations in detail in Appendix B. They produce two insights. First, there are

decreasing returns to mentions of E, P , and U at the page level. This is because there are saturation

effects of increasing the mentions at the page limit where in the limit every (simulated) article on a

page will have at least one mention from each term list. Second, there are complementarities between

mentions of E, P , and U . For example, for high levels of P and U the EPU rises by much more with

an increase in E. This is because the likelihood of the three sets of terms coinciding increases with more

mentions of P and U . Importantly, this means that adding mentions of E, P , and U at the page level

would be a mistake when approximating the EPU index.

We aggregate the information contained in the two newspapers by subtracting the mean and dividing

by the standard deviation. In most of the analysis we will show results for both La Vanguardia and ABC

separately to make differences and similarities between the two newspapers clearly visible.

A Quantitative Measure of Divisive Issues Our text archive allows us to quantify the importance of

the four divisive political issues in the period 1905-1945. To do this, we construct a new dictionary of

Spanish terms related to each of the four issues based on text retrieved from Pérez (2001) and Wikipedia.

Historians have put such a large emphasis on political divisions at the time that the four issues we capture

are discussed in both text bodies. We combine the text into one corpus where each document is one of the

four relevant pre-civil war issues. The separation into four documents, one for each political issue, then

serves as a kind of supervision for our text processing. We exploit this supervision by generating dictio-

naries based on the thirty tokens with the largest tf-idf (Term-Frequency Inverse-Document-Frequency)

in each of the four documents. This is a simple but effective way to capture the terms that are specific to

an issue when compared to the other three issues.

The tf-idf lists are presented in Table 1 (see Table A2 for an English translation). An inspection of

the lists indicates that they capture important elements of the political debate in our period. The only

additional step we conduct to arrive at the dictionaries of ten terms is to get rid of terms which are either

specific to the Second Republic or too common. The resulting final dictionaries are marked in bold face

in Table 1. 7 We use these dictionaries to construct indices for the appearance of divisive issues across

time.

Our method clearly works in that the dictionaries capture the historical debates surprisingly well.

However, do they also capture political divisions? The dictionary for the socio-economic conflict index

7Appendix C contains more detail on the construction of the dictionaries.
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contains several words related to the agrarian reform issue which was extremely divisive, e.g., land

(tierras) or agrarian reform (reforma agraria). But it also contains words on workers’ rights and labor

conflict, e.g., strikes (huelgas) or mixed juries (jurados mixtos), which refers to juries composed by both

land owners and workers to resolve conflicts in labor relations and working conditions. Out of the top

three pages according to the resulting index, two discuss in detail the agrarian reform in 1932 (Figure

A6) and the agrarian (counter-)reform in 1935 (Figure A7), and one discusses the re-introduction of the

law of mixed juries from 1931 (Figure A8).8

Table 1: Dictionaries of Four Divisive Issues
Socio-Economic Conflict Regional Separatism Role of Church Power of Military

tierras estatuto iglesia militar

trabajo cataluña católicos ejército

reforma agraria proyecto enseñanza oficiales

reforma vasco poltica militares

agraria catalana católica guerra

campesinos proyecto estatuto órdenes generales

casas autonomı́a entonces reforma militar
jurados mixtos federal cardenal ascensos

jurados integral parte orden público
mixtos macià hizo civil

viejas estatuto cataluña conventos orden

casas viejas república catalana segura reforma

grandes catalán madrid público

largo barcelona iglesia católica guardia

largo caballero izquierda españoles decreto

caballero catalanes religiosos parte

extremadura consejo religiosas mantuvo
huelgas referéndum edificios fuerzas

instituto generalidad civil cuerpo

social navarra régimen servicio

contratos vascos española retiro
jornaleros mayorı́a intelectuales seis

propietarios aprobado intelectual seis meses

fincas nuevo creı́a armadas
parte noviembre católico fuerzas armadas

salarios regiones pastoral militar manuel

contratos trabajo paı́s vasco órdenes religiosas profesional
hectáreas votos marañón jurisdicción militar
obreros diputados maestros oficialidad

ministro trabajo francesc colegios armas

andalucı́a generalitat derecho jurisdicción

Note: The words under each issue are the 30 initial words from the tf-idf model. The bold-faced words are the ones finally used

for the indices after removing common and period-specific words. See Appendix C for details.

The regional separatism index contains words like estatuto, which refers to a law providing autonomy

to regions and persistently argued for by Catalan and Basque nationalists during the first half of the

century, or federal and integral, which refers to types of power decentralization discussed during the

period. In the top pages for this issue we find debates on regional autonomy. For example, the page

with the highest value of the index (Figure A9) shows a heated argumentation against the suspension of

Catalan autonomy.

The dictionaries for the role of religion and the military contain more generic words covering reli-

gion or the military. Our index measures for these two issues will therefore be more noisy. However,

8As robustness check we also construct separate indices for agrarian reform and labor conflict (see Tables A3 and A4) and

show our main results with these.
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both dictionaries are still able to capture controversial issues surrounding the role of the church and the

military. For example, the writer in Figure A10 bitterly complains about “the very sad situation created

to the Catholic Church in Spain” and that all the new measures have not been enough to “satisfy the

anti-religious tendencies of current members of parliament”. The military dictionary contains words like

military reform (reforma militar) and military jurisdiction, capturing the debates of the era on the in-

volvement of military in politics. For example, Figure A11 contains an example with high military index

which discusses the military reform proposed by the War Ministry, with important provisions on how to

recruit and promote officials.

In the Appendix we also provide word cloud summaries of the top-100 pages for each issue (Figures

A12-A15). Not surprisingly, the clouds give a lot of weight to words that are directly related to the dictio-

naries. However, the clouds also suggest a much broader context of political divisiveness and economic

uncertainty. For socio-economic conflict, we have words like izquierda (left), judicial, problem, expropi

(expropriation), or indemniz (compensation). For regional separatism we have terms like problem, rad-

ical, or discusion (argument). For role of church and power of the military, again we confirm that they

contain more generic terms but they also contain words like problem, polit, congres, or diputad.

An important part of our method is that we do not calculate the tf-idf by distinguishing texts on the

Second Republic from other texts in our corpus. As a results, the generated dictionaries retain the ability

to flag pages which discuss the four political issues even when they lie outside the period of the Second

Republic. For example, among the pages with the highest socio-economic conflict index is a page from

1926 (A16), which discusses new government decrees by Primo de Rivera’s government on commercial

operations and lease agreements, containing new regulations on expropriation conditions. This is also

confirmed by word clouds where the panel figures referring to the prewar period show that pages are also

mentioning the words referring to the issues.

Capturing Broad Topics in the Text In addition to these specific dictionaries, we also want to gain

an impression of the entire text and the changes in the topics that were discussed in the first half of 20th

century. To do this we applied an LDA model to the text corpus to extract 30 topics from the text.9. This

unsupervised method allows us to clearly identify the broad topics of politics, economics, culture, war,

and business, some of which show dramatic changes around the period of the Second Republic. We use

these topics as controls.

Other Data Finally, we use data of elections and government changes, and information on political

regimes from PolityIV. As an additional measure of economic expectations we use monthly stocks market

data, obtained from Bolsa de Madrid (1994). These data are available from 1915 (with a break during

the civil war, 1936-1939).

9We use the gensim package by Rehurek & Sojka (2010) and provide more details on this empirical methodology in Ap-

pendix D
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4 Economic Policy Uncertainty in Turbulent Times

Figure 1 shows the timeline for the quarterly EPU index for ABC (blue solid line) and La Vanguardia

(red dashed line) coming from our simulations. The most striking feature of the movements of the EPU

in this period is the high and persistent level of EPU in the Second Republic.10 This feature is remarkable

as the entire era featured a lot of political and economic turbulence, and because it is so robust across

two very different newspapers. The EPU only falls again with the outbreak of the civil war and remains

low during Franco’s regime. This is in itself an interesting finding as it suggests that part of the economic

policy uncertainty during the Second Republic was related to policy conflicts that were specific to the

Second Republic and vanished after.

Figure 1: EPU Index for Spain: 1905-1945

Note: The EPU index is calculated using the procedure described in Appendix B. Quarterly data used. Sample period: 1905–

1945.

What were the drivers of these persistently high levels of the EPU? According to Prados de la Es-

cosura (2017), GDP and other macroeconomic indicators did not significantly drop before the outbreak

of the civil war. 11 Hence, it is unlikely that policy uncertainty was generated as a reaction to the Great

10We show in Appendix Table A1 that the EPU was significantly higher than in any other period, and by about 1.5 standard

deviations higher than during the Restauration period.
11However, in Appendix E we show that the Second Republic was also characterized by suppressed stock market prices,

Depression. Spain had a relatively isolated economy and the banking system held up well in this period

which seem to follow innovations in the EPU.
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(Tortella & Gamir (1984)). Our explanation of the dramatic shift in EPU therefore focuses on political

factors.

As a first step towards understanding the drivers of the remarkably high EPU during the Second

Republic, we sampled the pages in our corpus with the highest values of EPU. Word clouds of the 100

pages with the highest EPU score show a direct association with terms relating to our socio-economic

conflict dictionaries.12 In some cases, shown in Appendix F, the authors also make causal link. In

ABC, on November 18 1933 (Figure A17), the author explicitly mentions the uncertainty created by the

agrarian reform law passed in September 1932 and states that the “owner of rural land who wants to sell

it, cannot do it, because no one will buy until the current uncertainty is resolved” and concludes that this

is how “the economy of a nation can go bankrupt in all activities, in a short period of time: by passing

laws and other regulations as if it were possible to be in a capitalist and a socialist regime at the same

time”.

This points to a specific causal mechanism in which the political deadlock around the agrarian reform

had generated economic policy uncertainty, which, according to observers at the time, directly damaged

investment incentives. The text also suggests a direct link between the agrarian issue and political divi-

sions. In 1935, ABC (Figure A18) quotes a member of parliament saying that the agrarian reform, due

to its “sectarian inspiration” is a “source of hatred, having achieved nothing practical”. This suggest

that the member of parliament saw a direct causal effect of the agrarian issue on political polarization.

The tone was different in La Vanguardia but the issue played a critical role here as well. In 1935, for

example, La Vanguardia highlights the importance of the agrarian issue and reports that the Agriculture

Minister pleaded agrarian owners not to evict workers from their land (Figure A19).

But obviously not only socio-economic conflict is discussed on pages with high EPU scores. We find,

for example, that writers from La Vanguardia were worried about the political deadlock in parliament

(see Figure A19). We also see mentions of restrictions to trade, fluctuating wheat tariffs, and concerns

that “as a consequence of the wild interventionism”, Spain experienced dramatic fluctuations in the

exchange rate which affected importers and led to currency risks. To capture the potential drivers of EPU

more systematically we therefore turn towards a quantitative analysis of the text.

5 Quantifying the dos Españas

Figure 2 shows the result of the quantification described in Section 2.2. Note, first, that the four issues

behave quite differently across time. Second, there is a striking resemblance between the rise of coverage

of socio-economic conflict in particular and the levels of EPU reported in Figure 1 for both ABC and La

12See Appendix Figure A22.

Vanguardia.

To quantify the association between each issue and the EPU, we run regressions of the form

EPUnt = αIssuent + βXnt + νn + ηt + εnt,
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where EPUnt is the economic policy uncertainty reported in newspaper n in month t and Issuent is the

index of the divisive political issue. We add other topics and event controls Xnt to understand whether

the EPU follows broader economic topics or each divisive issue specifically. We also present results with

newspaper (νn) and time (ηt) fixed effects, where we exploit differences in reporting between the two

newspapers and how these fluctuate from month to month.

Figure 2: Four Divisive Issues

Note: The four indices are calculated with a tf-idf model. See Appendix C for details. Quarterly data used. Sample period:

1905–1945.

An association between EPUnt and Issuent when controlling for time fixed effects implies that

months in which a newspaper covers an issue more intensely are also months in which the newspaper

writes more about economic policy uncertainty, controlling for everything that happened during the same

month. In this specification we therefore rely on the fact that the two newspapers in our data put different

emphasis on which issues to focus on in different months. It would be impossible to rely on reporting

differences between outlets if they simply reported on all events as they happened without providing

commentary or filtering information.

Table 2 reports results. We first look at the monthly association between the EPU and each of the is-

sues which, according to historians, were dividing society in this period. We find overwhelming evidence

for a positive association. This holds even when we run a horserace between the four issues in column

(5). All dictionary variables are normed with their standard deviations and therefore the coefficient on
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the socio-economic conflict indicates that an increase of one standard deviation in debates around this

issue is associated with an increase of the EPU index by almost 30% of a standard deviation. In column

(6) we show that little in these strong associations changes if we control for the discussion of broader de-

bates in politics and economics through our LDA topics and also holds when we control for institutional

factors like elections, government changes, and the regime score. We find that government changes are

positively associated with EPU and that the discussion of economic issues is related to higher EPU.

In columns (7) to (9) of Table 2 we control for time and newspaper fixed effects. The point estimate

on socio-economic conflict actually increases but the association with the other issues is not as robust to

this change. This is interesting because it shows that the strong association between the EPU and socio-

economic conflict is not driven by general trends like economic conditions or regime characteristics.

Instead, editorial decisions to report on the different issues seem to be driving the association. In periods

in which the makers of a newspaper put higher salience to socio-economic conflict they also report more

economic policy uncertainty. We have seen in the page examples that this was sometimes driven by

a perceived causal link running from an issue to economic policy uncertainty. Columns (8) and (9)

show that this subjective association also holds when we focus on the Second Republic period or only

on the period before the Second Republic. This latter finding is important because it suggests a general

mechanism which is not specific to the Second Republic alone but which only strengthened in that period.

In the appendix we run a battery of robustness checks to demonstrate that the association between

EPU and the divisive issues is remarkably robust. We use daily instead of monthly data, which is an

extremely demanding specification because day fixed effects absorb a lot more variation and because it

requires that mentions of EPU and political divisions coincide on the same newspaper-day (Table A2).

We also run a robustness check where we drop the term reforma from the list of the EPU dictionary.

This is the only word that coincides in the EPU lists and in some of the socio-economic conflict lists

(Table A3). Results are completely robust to this, which is not surprising as our simulated EPU index

behaves as an interaction between the three E, P , and U lists. Finally, we also provide an additional test

in which we unwrap the socio-economic conflict issue by producing two separate dictionaries discussing

the agrarian reform issue and worker’s rights (Table A4). Both of these divisive issues are significantly

and strongly associated with EPU.

It is important to keep in mind that commentators at the time saw a direct causal link between the

salience of socio-economic conflict, political polarization, and economic policy uncertainty. The agrarian

issue in particular represented an economic conflict with high stakes driven by high economic inequality.

By 1930, still 45.5% of the labor force worked in the primary sector and most land was in the hands

of a few large landowners. The economic inequality affecting field laborers and the resistance of land

owners to reform increased the seriousness of the agrarian issue. One of the best-known expert on this

period, Pérez (2001), explicitly argues that the late arrival of democracy and the presence of a mass of

field laborers with no possessions contributed to an explosive situation that culminated in the civil war.

Throughout the Second Republic there were violent confrontations between radicalized poor peasants

and the authorities in rural districts. These were further fueled by strong anarchistic movements across
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Table 2: The Political Drivers of EPU
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9)

Socio-Ec. Conflict 0.446∗∗∗ 0.290∗∗∗ 0.243∗∗∗ 0.318∗∗∗ 0.746∗∗ 0.228∗∗∗

(0.045) (0.055) (0.060) (0.089) (0.327) (0.085)

Regional Separatism 0.408∗∗∗ 0.200∗∗∗ 0.192∗∗∗ 0.036 0.356 -0.013

(0.052) (0.048) (0.049) (0.136) (0.384) (0.145)

Power of Military 0.266∗∗∗ 0.154∗∗∗ 0.181∗∗∗ 0.120∗ 0.295 0.029

(0.041) (0.037) (0.038) (0.067) (0.293) (0.099)

Role of Church 0.132∗∗∗ 0.099∗∗∗ 0.122∗∗∗ 0.109∗ 0.597∗ 0.147∗∗

(0.039) (0.033) (0.036) (0.058) (0.308) (0.064)

Economics (LDA) 0.218∗∗∗ 0.151∗∗ 0.094 0.201∗∗∗

(0.037) (0.069) (0.372) (0.070)

Politics (LDA) 0.051 0.256∗∗ -0.570 0.144

(0.042) (0.101) (0.578) (0.101)

Gov. Change 0.168∗

(0.098)

Election -0.059

(0.143)

Democracy Score -0.008

(0.008)

Observations 977 977 977 977 977 977 970 122 622

R2 0.20 0.17 0.07 0.02 0.26 0.32 0.76 0.67 0.69

Time and Paper FE No No No No No No Yes Yes Yes

Sample All All All All All All All II Rep. Pre II Rep.

Note: OLS regressions of EPU on the indicated variables. The unit of observation is a pair month-newspaper. Standard errors

clustered by month in parentheses. *** p≤0.01, ** p≤0.05, * p≤0.1. See Appendix B for the construction of the EPU index,

Appendix C for the four issues, Appendix D for the two topics from the LDA model, and Figures 1, 2, A20, and A5 for a

graphical representation of all the variables over time.

the country on the one hand and an unreformed police force on the other (Payne (1990)). In this sense, the

violence that characterized this period was “the result of the agrarian structures and of the insensitivity

of the land owners against the majority of the people” (Pérez (2001), page 443).

6 Conclusion

We have provided evidence on the evolution of economic policy uncertainty in the first half of the 20th

century in Spain, a period of dramatic political instability. We observe that uncertainty was unusually

high in the democratic Second Republic (1931-1936), after which the country fell into a bloody civil war.

The commentators in the news text explicitly posit a causal link running from controversial politi-

cal issues to EPU. Our analysis allows us to quantitatively test whether specific issues were correlated

with economic policy uncertainty and we find a close and remarkably robust association between issues

capturing socio-economic conflict and economic policy uncertainty. Interestingly, this association stems

from newspaper-specific reporting and therefore holds up to controlling for month and day fixed effects.

It should be kept in mind that the period of the Second Republic followed the financial crash of 1929

and our results therefore have to be seen in this context. The Great Depression of 1929-1933 doubtlessly
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contributed to the instability and uncertainty we observe. However, as Spain was barely affected by the

economic shock this cannot explain the persistently high levels of EPU throughout the Second Republic.

Another possible explanation for variation in the EPU in the period we analyze is that the degree of

censorship varied over time. This is, however, extremely unlikely to explain our findings, given that we

find a negative correlation between the democracy index (polity2) and the EPU, and the fact that the

correlation between socio-economic conflict and the EPU is robust to the inclusion of time fixed effects.

Our interpretation is therefore that Spain experienced a civil war because its political institutions

could not deal with internal socio-economic conflict. Even though de jure political power was at times in

the hand of the workers, reforms were blocked by the de facto power of land owners (see Acemoglu &

Robinson (2006)) which made the conflict escalate. In this way the Spanish case sounds a warning to an

ongoing tendency in Western democracies to polarize politically and an increased readiness to engage in

political violence around the world.

Our findings also suggests a fruitful avenue for future research using local news sources from coun-

tries with socio-economic or ethnic conflict to see whether the link from these conflicts to economic pol-

icy uncertainty generalizes. This would establish economic policy uncertainty as a mechanism through

which ethnic divisions hinder economic development.
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Online Appendices

A Reading in the Newspaper Data

We accessed the online archive of the newspapers ABC and La Vanguardia, which contain the collection

of digitized newspaper publications of the main editions (Madrid and Barcelona) from 1903 and 1881,

respectively. The original digitized pages look as presented in Appendix Figures A6-A19. Together with

the digitized image of each page, the archive makes available an Optical Character Recognition (OCR)

document. We construct an algorithm which web scrapes the archive in order to automatically collect

those documents for the period of interest for the study.

The collection is processed so that we end up with document level dataset with the associated dates

of publication, where a document contains the digitized text from OCR of a newspaper page. The text

data is processed so that we can search for the particular terms of interest to construct the counts of

appearances at each document, as shown in Appendices B and C. The text is also structured under a bag-

of-words approach so that we can estimate topic models like the one in Appendix D. Using the resulting

page-date dataset of term counts we produce the EPU measures, following the procedure described in

Appendix B.

B EPU Index

To construct the EPU index, we follow closely the terms used by Ghirelli et al. (2019). The only differ-

ence is that we do not include Comisión Europea, Banco Central Europeo, or BCE as these institutions

did not exist in our period of analysis. The list of terms is shown in Table A1.

In order to generate data of the EPU index for different mentions of E, P , and U we simulate the

set-up of a page. For this we first count the number of articles on several hundred pages and regress this

on the log of the number of words on these pages. This gives us a log-linear relationship between page

length in words and number of articles, which we use to calculate the number of articles on a page from

the observed number of words. In a second step we simulate the number of times that mentions of E,

P , and U coincide in the estimated number of articles. These simulations give us a relationship between

mentions and the EPU index.

In Figure A1 we illustrate the outcome of these simulations. On the Y-axis we show the simulation

result, i.e., the expected count of EPU for a page with 8 articles. We then show how the simulation reacts

to an increase in E when we hold P and U fixed. The blue solid line shows the EPU for P = U = 1

and rising E whereas the red dashed line shows the EPU for P = U = 2. Two features are worth noting.

First, there are decreasing returns to E because we assume eight articles and this leads to saturation

where every article will have at least one mention of an E term. Second, there are complementarities

between P , U , and E. For high levels of P and U the EPU rises by much more with an increase in E.

This is because the likelihood of the three terms coinciding increases with more mentions of P and U .
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Table A1: List of EPU Terms
E Words P Words U Words

económico parlamento incierto
económicos moncloa incierta
económica gobierno central inciertos
económicas hacienda inciertas

económicamente deficit inciertamente
economı́a presupuesto incertidumbre

presupuestos incertidumbres
gasto público inestable

gastos públicos inestables
deuda pública inestablemente

deudas públicas inestabilidad
polı́tica fiscal inestabilidades

polı́ticas fiscales riesgo
polı́tica monetaria riesgos

polı́ticas monetarias
impuesto
impuestos

banco de españa
legislación

legislaciones
reforma
reformas

norma
normas

normativa
normativas
regulación

regulaciones
reglamento
reglamentos

ley
leyes

Note: Lists of words for EPU, following closely the terms used by Ghirelli

et al. (2019).

C Tf-idf Model

We construct a new dictionary based on the corpus of four combined documents coming from Pérez

(2001) (pages 576-587) and the Wikipedia article on the Segunda República Española (sections 4.1 and

4.2, accessed 14 September 2020). Each document contains the discussion of these two sources on one of

the four major issues considered in the pre-war period. Given that the categorization is slightly different

in the two sources (Pérez (2001) treats the socio-economic and agrarian issues in the same category, while

Wikipedia does so separately; and Pérez (2001) treats religion and education separately, while Wikipedia

does so jointly), we construct our documents based on the coarsest possible categorization. Specifically,

the socio-economic conflict document contains the text in section “Los problemas sociales” from Pérez

(2001) and “La cuestión social” and “La cuestión agraria” from Wikipedia. The regional separatism

document contains sections “El problema regional” and “La cuestión regional”. The role of religion

document contains sections “La enseñanza y la cultura” and “La Iglesia y el Estado”, and “La cuestión

religiosa”. The power of the military document contains sections “El ejército y la República” and “La
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cuestión militar”. Alternatively, we also construct a five-issue tf-idf model dividing socio-economic

conflict into workers’ rights and agrarian reform.13

We process the text by removing stopwords, words with three or less characters, digits, and punctu-

ation. We also remove those words which have a document frequency above 80 percent, that is, corpus-

specific stopwords. Then, we construct the tf-idf matrix for unigrams and bigrams on the pre-processed

text and choose the top-30 tf-idf terms of each issue. These lists of words are shown in Table 1 (see Table

A2 for an English translation, and A3 and A4 for the five-issue version). To avoid capturing words that

are too common, we remove terms with mean mentions across pages larger than 0.1 (e.g., “militar”). We

also remove time-specific terms which are related to a particular event (e.g., “casas viejas”, which refers

to an anarchist raising during the Republic) or to a particular person (e.g., “Macià”). The resulting lists

of terms after applying these changes are shown in bold face. We use these lists to compute simulated

issue indices following the same randomization method as shown in Appendix B.

D LDA Model

We implement a topic model using the gensim package by Rehurek & Sojka (2010). We first lemmatize

and stem the text and exclude stop words, rare words, and common words. We then implement the model

with relatively little topics (30) to maintain a broad topic content. The result are token distributions across

all topics which are summarized in a topic share on the page level.

Figure A1: Simulations

Note: Expected count of EPU for a page with 8 articles, as a function of E, holding P and U fixed. The blue solid line shows

the EPU for P = U = 1 and rising E whereas the red dashed line shows the EPU for P = U = 2.

13Although Pérez (2001) treats these two issues within the same category, there is a clear separation in the text, which we

use to assign text to either workers’ rights or agrarian reform.

The LDA proposes a generative model of text in which the author of a page first draws a proportion

of topics. Words are then written by first sampling topics from this distribution and then drawing words

from the distribution given by that topic. Below we show the most likely words in the four topics which

we use in the analysis. When writing in the topic number 2 in the model, for example, the author of the

text uses words with the stem ”econom” with a likelihood of 1.4%. We show the full list of topics with
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Table A2: Dictionaries of Four Divisive Issues: English Translation

Socio-Economic Conflict Regional Separatism Role of Church Power of Military

land statute church military

work catalonia catholics army

agrarian reform project teaching officials

reform basque politics military

agrarian catalan catholic war

peasants statute project orders generals

casas autonomy then military reform
mixed juries federal cardinal promotions

juries integral part public order
mixed macià did civil

viejas statute catalonia convents order

casas viejas catalan republic segura reform

big catalan madrid public

largo barcelona catholic church guard

largo caballero left spaniards decree

caballero catalans religious part

extremadura council religious kept
strikes referendum buildings forces

institute generalidad civil corps

social navarra regime service

contracts vascos spanish retirement
laborers majority intellectuals six

owners approved intellectual six months

farms new believed armed
part november catholic armed forces

wages regions pastoral military manuel

labor contracts basque country religious orders professional
hectares votes marañón military jurisdiction
workers representatives teachers officialdom

labor ministry francesc schools arms

andalucı́a generalitat law jurisdiction

Note: Authors’ translation of Table 1. Some of the words are repeated because they are the same word in English but different

in Spanish (e.g., masculine or feminine words). We have not translated names of people, e.g., “largo” or “caballero” (for Largo

Caballero, a socialist politician) or institutions, e.g., “generalidad” or “generalitat” (for the Catalan government).

the top 10 stems for each topic in Table A5. We find, for example, that two sports and culture topics

increase dramatically throughout the 1920s and reach a plateau in the Second Republic. This is hard to

interpret but the significant association between EPU and socio-economic conflict is robust to controlling

for these topics as well.

E EPU and the Stock Market

To gauge the economic importance of EPU for the economy we collected data on historical stock prices

from this period. We find a strong negative association between the stock market and the EPU. In Figure

A2, we show the EPU as a solid blue line together with the log of the stock market index (dashed red line).

There is a clear, sharp decline of the stock market which is associated with the political transition leading

up to the Second Republic and which is maintained throughout. In fact, the stock market stays at a low

level throughout the period of the Second Republic. One possible cause is economic policy uncertainty

which increases exactly as the stock market declines and then remains high. The only notable exception

is the period just before the civil war. This is a period in which both uncertainty and the stock market

decrease.
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To further explore the link between the EPU and the economy, we follow a standard approach in the

macro literature (Baker et al. (2016); Ghirelli et al. (2019)) and estimate a structural vector autoregression

model (SVAR). This model allows us to control for the possible endogeneity of the uncertainty index by

including lags of the variable of interest. Figure A3 shows the response of the stock market to a shock

in uncertainty, estimated with a SVAR of lag length of 2 (the optimal length based on the Schwarz

and the Hannan and Quinn information criteria). We can see that a positive shock in EPU (an increase

in uncertainty) has a negative and persistent impact on the stock market. The p-value of the Granger

Table A3: Dictionaries of Five Divisive Issues
Agrarian Reform Workers’ Rights Regional Separatism Role of Religion Power of Military

tierras trabajo estatuto iglesia militar

reforma huelgas cataluña católicos ejército

reforma agraria mixtos vasco católica oficiales

agraria jurados catalana órdenes generales

campesinos jurados mixtos proyecto estatuto cardenal militares

instituto contratos proyecto segura guerra

grandes contratos trabajo autonomı́a conventos reforma militar
fincas casas viejas integral republicanos ascensos

hectáreas viejas federal edificios orden público
trabajo casas macià religiosos público

extremadura caballero constitución españoles servicio

aplicación largo caballero estatuto cataluña enseñanza cuerpo

propietarios largo república catalana iglesia católica mantuvo
instituto reforma debı́a catalán religiosas orden

fracaso social barcelona católico civil

pesetas salarios izquierda pastoral reforma

tierra causa navarra colegios manuel azaña

jornaleros condiciones vascos artı́culo manuel

clase ministro trabajo aprobado parte fuerzas

clase media investigación catalanes constitución militar manuel

agrarios comisión investigación generalidad hizo servicio militar
decretos agrarios trabajo jurados referéndum bienes armadas

lentitud crisis consejo madrid seis

indemnización laborales mayorı́a primado seis meses

expropiadas valencia nuevo órdenes religiosas armas

familias número huelgas paı́s vasco clero oficialidad
media movimiento regiones catolicismo profesional

terratenientes parte votos arzobispo jurisdicción
nacional guardias diputados constitucional jurisdicción militar

años dificultades asamblea ayuntamientos culto retiro

falta campesinos regional gomá fuerzas armadas

Note: The words under each issue are the 30 initial words from the tf-idf model. The bold-faced words are the ones finally used

for the indices after removing common and period-specific words. See Appendix C for details.

causality test that uncertainty does not affect the stock market is 0.04. Figure A4 shows that the results

do not change much when considering other lag lengths.

What is interesting in the context of the discussion above is that the stock market index falls in

the civil war despite the fact that both debates of agrarian reform and uncertainty fall. This is in line

with the idea that the EPU captures, at least partly, a fear that the political deadlock would lead to worse

outcomes in future. When those realize, the second-moment uncertainty effect is replaced by a first-order

concern—the impact of violence on economic activity.
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Table A4: Dictionaries of Five Divisive Issues: English Translation

Agrarian Reform Workers’ Rights Regional Separatism Role of Religion Power of Military

lands work statute church military

reform strikes catalonia catholics army

agrarian reform mixed basque catholic officials

agrarian juries catalan orders generals

peasants mixed juries statute project cardinal military

institute contracts project segura war

big labor contracts autonomy convents military reform
farms casas viejas integral republicans promotions

hectares viejas federal buildings public order
work casas macià religious public

extremadura caballero constitution spaniards service

application largo caballero statute catalonia teaching corps

owners largo catalan republic catholic church kept
institute reform should catalan religious order

failure social barcelona catholic civil

pesetas wages left pastoral reform

land cause navarra schools manuel azaña

laborers conditions vascos article manuel

class labor ministry approved part forces

middle class investigation catalans constitution militar manuel

agrarian investigation committee generalidad did military service
agrarian decrees work juries referendum goods armed

slowness crisis council madrid six

compensation labor majority primate six months

expropriated valencia new religious orders arms

families number strikes basque country clergy officialdom
media movement regions catholicism professional

landowners part votes archbishop jurisdiction
national guards representatives constitutional military jurisdiction

years difficulties assembly municipalities worship retirement

lack peasants regional gomá armed forces

Note: Authors’ translation of Table A3. Some of the words are repeated because they are the same word in English but different

in Spanish (e.g., masculine or feminine words). We have not translated names of people, e.g., “largo” or “caballero” (for Largo

Caballero, a socialist politician) or institutions, e.g., “generalidad” or “generalitat” (for the Catalan government).
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Table A5: Top Terms of the 30 LDA Topics

Topics Stem 1 Stem 2 Stem 3 Stem 4 Stem 5 Stem 6 Stem 7 Stem 8 Stem 9 Stem 10

1 gobiern londr nuev unid alemani par franci part aleman declar

2 econom ao industri import espa trabaj comerci aument produccion industrial

3 accion banc seri espaol bols electr oblig valor nuev cupon

4 escrib buen des necesit referent cas ao ofrec practic trabaj

5 celebr acto doctor president alcald dar conferent maan organiz ayunt

6 her ao call cas deten result noch muert guardi maan

7 cion del con per par pre dar com lia pro

8 jos mar antoni juan garc lui manuel francisc fernandez opez

9 kil preci trig merc aceit harin blanc ceb aven seman

10 conciert orquest radi futbol notici usic bail palabr program estacion

11 general public consej servici orden plaz articul oficial mism siguient

12 obra arte libr artist public autor espaol gran teatr figur

13 soviet pta vend pis pral call cas san habit preci

14 tor ovacion pas medi segund buen primer sal dar mat

15 aleman enemig fuerz guerr trop ejercit ataqu noch avion general

16 noch exit gran compa estren espaol teatr seman butac comedi

17 obrer trabaj huelg gobern civil proces maan noch orden declar

18 tiemp mism vez agu nuev punt deb lleg parec dar

19 general ministr jef espa lleg president visit recib milit rey

20 hombr ver cas quer vez vid pas dar muj ao

21 part equip segund jug club deport espaol primer minut gran

22 espa espaol polit puebl social part deb hombr guerr vid

23 herman alma polit hij celebr mar sant iglesi san sobrin

24 preci plaz telefon san nuev vend cas alcal confort sol

25 vapor puert sal espaol buqu barcelon mar valenci carg adiz

26 pta preci cas vent farmaci piel cur color ped gran

27 barcelon catalu catalan minim san grad maxim temperatur general hor

28 ministr gobiern president comision diput part consej ley vot proyect

29 sant san mis iglesi medi padr solemn religi obisp celebr

30 telefon escrib compr tel pag muebl antoni jos pis nuev
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Figure A2: EPU and Stock Market Index

Note: The solid blue (dashed red) line plots the quarterly EPU (log stock market) index. Sample period: 1915–1945.

Figure A3: Impulse Response of Stock Markets to an Increase in the EPU

Note: The black line shows the impulse response function up to 12 months to a positive shock of one standard deviation in the

EPU index. The shaded area shows 95% confidence intervals. Results come from a SVAR model with the EPU index and the

log of the stock market index, included in that order, and a lag length of 2. Monthly data used. Sample period: 1915–1945.
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Figure A4: Impulse Response of Stock Markets to an Increase in the EPU: Robustness

Note:

The black line shows the impulse response function up to 12 months to a positive shock of one standard deviation in the EPU

index. The shaded area shows 95% confidence intervals. Results come from a SVAR model with the EPU index and the log

of the stock market index, included in that order, and a lag length of 2. The green dashed (red dotted; blue dashed-dotted) line

considers a lag length of 3 (4; 5). Monthly data used. Sample period: 1915–1945.
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F Appendix Figures

Figure A5: Polity Score

Note: The figure plots the polity2 score from PolityIV for Spain, which ranges from -10 (least possible democracy) to 10 (most

possible democracy). Sample period: 1905–1945.
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Figure A6: High Socio-economic Conflict Example (La Vanguardia): June 16 1932
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Figure A7: High Socio-economic Conflict Example (La Vanguardia): July 28 1935
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Figure A8: High Socio-economic Conflict Example (La Vanguardia): May 22 1936
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Figure A9: High Regional Separatism Example (La Vanguardia): 3 March 1936
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Figure A10: High Role of Church Example (ABC): 4 June 1933
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Figure A11: High Power of Military Example (ABC): 4 May 1932
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Figure A12: Word Clouds for the Top Socio-Economic Conflict Pages

(a) ABC

(b) La Vanguardia

Note: Word clouds represent average tf-idf weights for the top 100 tokens in the vocabulary present at the top 100 pages in

terms of highest socio-economic issue index. Page leve data used. Sample period: 1905–1936.
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Figure A13: Word Clouds for the Top Regional Separatism Pages

(a) ABC

(b) La Vanguardia

Note: Word clouds represent average tf-idf weights for the top 100 tokens in the vocabulary present at the top 100 pages in

terms of highest regional separatism issue index. Page leve data used. Sample period: 1905–1936.
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Figure A14: Word Clouds for the Top Role of Church Pages

(a) ABC

(b) La Vanguardia

Note: Word clouds represent average tf-idf weights for the top 100 tokens in the vocabulary present at the top 100 pages in

terms of highest role of church issue index. Page leve data used. Sample period: 1905–1936.
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Figure A15: Word Clouds for the Top Power of Military Pages

(a) ABC

(b) La Vanguardia

Note: Word clouds represent average tf-idf weights for the top 100 tokens in the vocabulary present at the top 100 pages in

terms of highest power of military issue index. Page leve data used. Sample period: 1905–1936.
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Figure A16: High Socio-economic Conflict Example (La Vanguardia): January 5 1926
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Figure A17: High EPU Example (ABC): November 18 1933

ABC (Madrid) - 18/11/1933, Página 8
Copyright (c) DIARIO ABC S.L, Madrid, 2009. Queda prohibida la reproducción, distribución, puesta a disposición, comunicación pública y utilización, total o parcial, de los
contenidos de esta web, en cualquier forma o modalidad, sin previa, expresa y escrita autorización, incluyendo, en particular, su mera reproducción y/o puesta a disposición
como resúmenes, reseñas o revistas de prensa con fines comerciales o directa o indirectamente lucrativos, a la que se manifiesta oposición expresa, a salvo del uso de los
productos que se contrate de acuerdo con las condiciones existentes.
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Figure A18: High EPU Example (ABC): May 29 1935

ABC (Madrid) - 29/05/1935, Página 31
Copyright (c) DIARIO ABC S.L, Madrid, 2009. Queda prohibida la reproducción, distribución, puesta a disposición, comunicación pública y utilización, total o parcial, de los
contenidos de esta web, en cualquier forma o modalidad, sin previa, expresa y escrita autorización, incluyendo, en particular, su mera reproducción y/o puesta a disposición
como resúmenes, reseñas o revistas de prensa con fines comerciales o directa o indirectamente lucrativos, a la que se manifiesta oposición expresa, a salvo del uso de los
productos que se contrate de acuerdo con las condiciones existentes.
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Figure A19: High EPU Example (La Vanguardia): December 29 1935
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Figure A20: Economics and Politics Topics (LDA)

Note: The blue solid line captures mentions of any given issue in ABC and the red dashed line shows mentions in La Van-

guardia—see Appendix D for a description of the construction of these variables. Sample period: 1905–1945.

Figure A21: Five Divisive Issues: Splitting Workers’ Rights and Agrarian Reform

(a) Workers’ Rights (b) Agrarian Reform

(c) Regional Separatism (d) Power of Military (e) Role of Church

Note: The five indices are calculated with a tf-idf model. See in Appendix C for details. Quarterly data used. Sample period:

1905–1945.
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Figure A22: Word Clouds for the Top EPU Pages

(a) ABC

(b) La Vanguardia

Note: Word clouds represent average tf-idf weights for the top 100 tokens in the vocabulary present at the top 100 pages in

terms of highest EPU index. Page leve data used. Sample period: 1905–1936.
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G Appendix Tables

Table A1: Higher EPU in Second Republic

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

Newspaper ABC ABC LV LV Both Both

Second Republic 1.754∗∗∗ 1.345∗∗∗ 1.773∗∗∗ 1.474∗∗∗ 1.691∗∗∗ 1.210∗∗∗

(0.107) (0.250) (0.137) (0.350) (0.160) (0.309)

Primo de Rivera 0.207∗∗∗ 0.078 0.230∗∗∗ 0.090 0.196∗∗ 0.085

(0.069) (0.130) (0.079) (0.164) (0.095) (0.184)

Dictablanda 0.933∗∗∗ 0.684∗ 1.334∗∗∗ 1.119∗∗ 0.543∗∗ 0.285

(0.305) (0.359) (0.403) (0.478) (0.235) (0.334)

Civil War Period 0.549∗∗∗ -0.109 0.217 -0.198 0.892∗∗∗ 0.026

(0.116) (0.341) (0.164) (0.445) (0.168) (0.480)

Franco Regime 0.294∗∗∗ -0.785∗ 0.231∗ -0.353 0.369∗∗∗ -1.195∗

(0.099) (0.476) (0.117) (0.589) (0.121) (0.636)

Time Trend 0.020 0.006 0.039∗∗

(0.014) (0.015) (0.016)

Time Trend2 0.000 0.000 0.000∗∗

(0.000) (0.000) (0.000)

Time Trend3 0.000 0.000 0.000

(0.000) (0.000) (0.000)

Constant -0.362∗∗∗ 3.579∗ -0.353∗∗∗ 1.153 -0.383∗∗∗ 6.470∗∗∗

(0.032) (2.049) (0.044) (2.192) (0.040) (2.481)

Observations 485 485 485 485 492 492

R2 0.44 0.45 0.35 0.35 0.31 0.33

Note: OLS regressions of the EPU index on the specified variables. The unit of observation is a month. Ro-

bust standard errors in parentheses. *** p≤0.01, ** p≤0.05, * p≤0.1. See Appendix B for the construction

of the EPU index. Period dummies cover the entire period except the Restauration which therefore serves as

omitted category. Sample period: 1905–1945.
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Table A2: The Political Drivers of EPU: Daily Level

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9)

Socio-ec. Conflict 0.099∗∗∗ 0.074∗∗∗ 0.059∗∗∗ 0.045∗∗∗ 0.131∗∗∗ 0.027∗

(0.008) (0.008) (0.008) (0.013) (0.038) (0.016)

Regional Separatism 0.097∗∗∗ 0.072∗∗∗ 0.068∗∗∗ 0.014 0.032 0.023

(0.008) (0.008) (0.008) (0.015) (0.040) (0.019)

Power of Military 0.057∗∗∗ 0.045∗∗∗ 0.049∗∗∗ 0.022∗ -0.008 0.007

(0.008) (0.008) (0.008) (0.012) (0.048) (0.014)

Role of Church 0.005 0.002 0.007 -0.012 0.027 0.002

(0.006) (0.006) (0.006) (0.010) (0.054) (0.011)

Economics (LDA) 0.112∗∗∗ 0.095∗∗∗ 0.159∗∗∗ 0.084∗∗∗

(0.008) (0.011) (0.046) (0.013)

Politics (LDA) 0.037∗∗∗ 0.042∗∗ 0.109 0.010

(0.008) (0.018) (0.077) (0.018)

Gov. Change 0.041∗∗

(0.020)

Election -0.019

(0.029)

Polity2 -0.004∗∗∗

(0.001)

Observations 26861 26861 26861 26861 26861 26861 26174 2962 17416

R2 0.01 0.01 0.00 0.00 0.02 0.03 0.57 0.57 0.54

Day and NP FE Yes Yes Yes

Sample All All All All All All All II Rep. Pre II Rep.

Note: OLS regressions of EPU on the indicated variables. The unit of observation is a pair day-newspaper. Standard errors

clustered by day in parentheses. *** p≤0.01, ** p≤0.05, * p≤0.1. See Appendix B for the construction of the EPU index,

Appendix C for the four issues, Appendix D for the two topics from the LDA model, and Figures 1, 2, A20, and A5 for a

graphical representation of all the variables over time. Sample period: 1905–1945.
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Table A3: The Political Drivers of EPU: Dropping “Reforma” from EPU list

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9)

Socioec. Conflict 0.438∗∗∗ 0.286∗∗∗ 0.237∗∗∗ 0.300∗∗∗ 0.700∗∗ 0.238∗∗∗

(0.045) (0.056) (0.061) (0.089) (0.316) (0.085)

Regional Separatism 0.398∗∗∗ 0.190∗∗∗ 0.184∗∗∗ 0.020 0.373 -0.038

(0.052) (0.048) (0.049) (0.134) (0.393) (0.133)

Power of Military 0.271∗∗∗ 0.164∗∗∗ 0.189∗∗∗ 0.125∗ 0.225 0.047

(0.042) (0.038) (0.039) (0.069) (0.287) (0.096)

Role of Church 0.124∗∗∗ 0.089∗∗∗ 0.114∗∗∗ 0.106∗ 0.618∗∗ 0.139∗∗

(0.039) (0.033) (0.036) (0.057) (0.301) (0.063)

Economics (LDA) 0.225∗∗∗ 0.156∗∗ 0.040 0.208∗∗∗

(0.038) (0.069) (0.368) (0.070)

Politics (LDA) 0.039 0.246∗∗ -0.567 0.139

(0.042) (0.099) (0.547) (0.098)

Gov. Change 0.196∗∗

(0.100)

Election -0.065

(0.137)

Polity2 -0.007

(0.008)

Observations 977 977 977 977 977 977 970 122 622

R2 0.19 0.16 0.07 0.02 0.26 0.31 0.76 0.66 0.70

Month and NP FE Yes Yes Yes

Sample All All All All All All All II Rep. Pre II Rep.

Note: OLS regressions of EPU on the indicated variables. The unit of observation is a pair month-newspaper. Standard errors

clustered by month in parentheses. *** p≤0.01, ** p≤0.05, * p≤0.1. See Appendix B for the construction of the EPU index,

Appendix C for the four issues, Appendix D for the two topics from the LDA model, and Figures 1, 2, A20, and A5 for a

graphical representation of all the variables over time. Sample period: 1905–1945.
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Table A4: The Political Drivers of EPU: Splitting Workers’ Rights and Agrarian Reform
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10)

Workers’ Rights 0.352∗∗∗ 0.228∗∗∗ 0.191∗∗∗ 0.168∗∗∗ 0.519∗ 0.122∗∗
(0.044) (0.035) (0.040) (0.053) (0.299) (0.051)

Agrarian Reform 0.448∗∗∗ 0.210∗∗∗ 0.202∗∗∗ 0.298∗∗∗ 0.562∗ 0.175∗
(0.047) (0.049) (0.052) (0.092) (0.289) (0.090)

Reg. Separatism 0.402∗∗∗ 0.148∗∗∗ 0.149∗∗∗ -0.063 0.316 -0.020

(0.051) (0.042) (0.041) (0.133) (0.351) (0.130)

Power of Military 0.298∗∗∗ 0.138∗∗∗ 0.161∗∗∗ 0.105∗ 0.098 -0.044

(0.039) (0.038) (0.038) (0.055) (0.246) (0.073)

Role of Church 0.132∗∗∗ 0.128∗∗∗ 0.124∗∗∗ 0.098∗ 0.445 0.130∗∗
(0.039) (0.032) (0.035) (0.056) (0.292) (0.066)

Economics (LDA) 0.197∗∗∗ 0.098 0.178∗∗∗
(0.037) (0.073) (0.068)

Politics (LDA) 0.028 0.232∗∗ -0.258 0.119

(0.043) (0.101) (0.415) (0.100)

Gov. Change 0.172∗
(0.094)

Election -0.030

(0.148)

Polity2 -0.018∗∗
(0.007)

Observations 977 977 977 977 977 977 977 970 122 622

R2 0.12 0.20 0.16 0.09 0.02 0.29 0.34 0.77 0.69 0.70

Month and NP FE Yes Yes Yes

Sample All All All All All All All All II Rep. Pre II Rep.

Note: OLS regressions of EPU on the indicated variables. The unit of observation is a pair month-newspaper. Standard errors

clustered by month in parentheses. *** p≤0.01, ** p≤0.05, * p≤0.1. See Appendix B for the construction of the EPU index,

Appendix C for the four issues, Appendix D for the two topics from the LDA model, and Figures 1, A21, A20, and A5 for a

graphical representation of all the variables over time. Sample period: 1905–1945.
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